The British and patriotic devotion of The State's editorial column is not characteristic of the student body; the thought and effort which have been devoted to the writing of the column could be found in other places.

LEGISLATURE OF 1894

OPEN DOORS

(Continued from Page One)

The place where the celebration was held was the Columbia High School in the city of Baltimore.

RATINGS AVERAGE

G.  A.  H.  P.
---  24  5132  376

Webster  9  36  716

Litl.  10  10  313

Blax  13  0  165

Rame  11  3  246

Smith  12  2  220

Jackson  13  4  200

Gray  1  1  18

Dwight  2  1  196

Jackett  1  1  104

Rand  3  0  123

Adams  1  1  107

Parker  3  0  130

Brown  2  1  106

Long  1  0  0

Team Average.  13  318  184

University Styles That Are Correct

Whether the demand of the collegiate man is for the thirteen-baton with short waist or the English collegiate style, with wider shoulders and long rolling lapel—or the new broad coat with straight back—they are all to be seen in our Collegiate Room, cut along authentic lines—

true, because they have the endorsement of that group of University men who are acknowledged as setting the style standards for their own individual type.

J. L. Minnagha

Columbia, S. C.

LINES ALONG WHICH CO-EDUCATION SHOULD BE IMPROVED

A. RENNER

CO-EDS HELP TO DEVELOP FUNERAL LIFE

(Continued from Page One)

Frank Merkle's first success at the material for the fire escapac. "Hope there is a place behind them on the campus to which the fire escapes can be attached."

FRANK W. DAVIES

At the Moves—Let's Go

CO-EDS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR ALL DEGREES

(continued from Page One)

The University of North Carolina has been the subject of much discussion of late, for the deliberations of the college committee and the plans of the faculty have had an important influence on the development of the school. It is not in the best interests of the students to be hurried into any hasty decision without careful consideration of all the facts. The university has a large number of students, and it is essential that their minds be guided by reputable and experienced men. It is important that the college committee and the faculty should act wisely and wisely, for their advice will be of great importance in the future. The college committee has the difficult task of selecting a leader for the university, and it is essential that they should be guided by the best interests of the students. They should be guided by the best interests of the students, and they should be careful to select a leader who will have the best interests of the students at heart.

FRANK W. DAVIES

Columbia, S. C.